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Introduction
Petri nets and vector addition systems have been extensively studied because of their suitabihty as models of asynchronous computing [ 11 ] . DespRe this effort, the mathematical properties of these nearly equivalent models are not very well understood. For example, R is not known whether the teachability and liveness problems are decidable, although the recursive equivalence of these problems has been demonstrated [2] . It is known [7] that if reachability is decidable, then the time required by the decision procedure must be at least exponential in the size of the inputs (Le. the size of a representation of the Petn net plus the marking to be reached).
In this paper we investigate two important special types of Petri nets, the conflict-free nets and the persistent nets, the former being a proper subset of the latter. Our results completely characterize the sets of reachable markings attainable by such nets. Persistence was introduced by Karp and Mdler [5] as a property of parallel program schemata. Keller [6] was the first to consider persistence for Petn nets. A similar property was used by Lipton, Miller, and Snyder [8] m their study of linear asynchronous structures and by General permission to make fair use in teaching or research of all or part of this material is granted to individual readers and to nonprofit libraries acting for them provided that ACM's copyright notice is given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery To otherwise reprmt a figure, table, other substantial excerpt, or the entire work requires specific permission as does republication, or systematic or multiple reproduction.
Muller and Bantky [9] to study various types of switching clrcmts. Conflict-free nets are equivalent to the controls of decision-free flowchart schemata studied in [5] .
Liveness is known to be decidable for persistent nets [6] while both liveness and reachability are decidable for conflict-free nets [1] . Our first main result (Section 4) shows that persistent nets have semilinear sets of reachable markings. Since conflict-free nets are persistent, this answers a question left open m [1] . Our proof does not yield a decision procedure for reachabdlty in persistent nets because the construction is not effective. However, it does indicate a strong probability that such a decision procedure does exist.
Semilinearity has played an important role m the study of Petri nets. For example, Van Leeuwen's [13] decision procedure for the reachabdity problem for 3-coordinate vector addition systems involves the construction of semdmear representations for sets of reachable points. Rabm's proof that containment of sets of reachable pomts for arbitrary Petn nets is undecidable involves building nets which have nonsemihnear reachablhty sets. We believe that the relationship we exhibit between persistence and semilinearity plus the fact that only a "small" amount of nonpersistence is necessary to achieve any (nonsemilinear) reachable set of markings (Section 6) clearly indicates why it has been so difficult to obtain significant results for arbitrary Petri nets.
We next (Section 5) investigate properties of conflict-free nets. In particular we show that for any conflict-free net, there is a constant c such that for an arbitrary initial marking with x tokens, any place in the net receives either at most cx tokens or an unbounded number of tokens. A corollary to this result is an exponential time algorithm for deciding boundedness for conflict-free nets. This may be contrasted with Rackoft's [12] algorithm for deciding boundedness of arbitrary nets which in the worst case requires an amount of space which is exponential in the size of the Petri net.
In Section 2 we give some basic definitions and notation. Section 3 contains some combinatorial lemmas for various classes of Petri nets. Sections 4 and 5 deal with persistent and conflict-free nets, respectively. In the last section we discuss some open problems and give examples which illustrate the central role that persistence and semdinearity play in the study of Petri nets.
Definitions and Notation
A Petn net is a quadruple ~ = (P, T, A, M0), where P is a finite set ofplaces; Tis a fimte set of transttions or firing bars; .4 is a f'mlte set of arcs, A C (P × T) t3 (T × P); and Mo:P N, N the set of natural numbers, is the initial marking.
Initially each place p of the Petn net contains Mo(p) tokens. Let t be a transition. Then {ill(p, t) E A} and {pl(t, p) E A} are called the input places (inputs) and output places (outputs), respectwely, of t.
Transition t is enabled orfireable when each input place of t contains at least one token. If t is enabled, then it may befired, which results in the removal of one token from each input place of t and the addition of one token to each output place of t. If t Is not enabled, then it is disabled. Write Ma --~ M2 (M1 --~) to indicate that t is enabled by the marking M1 and that the firing of t yields the marking M2 (t is enabled by the marking Mi). Extend the notation and defimtlons to sequences of transmons, o ~ T*, called firing sequences.
The set of reachable markings or the reachability set ~ of the Petri net # = (P, T, A, M0) is {MIMo --~ M, for some o E T*}. IfM E ~ we say that M is reachable in ~. The reachability problem for a class C of Petri nets is the problem of deciding, given an arbitrary ~ E C and marking M, whether M E ~.
A place p in a Petri net is bounded if there is a c ~ N such that for all reachable markings M, M(p) _< c. A Petri net ts bounded if each place in the net is bounded. A Petrt net (place in a Petri neO is unbounded if the net (the place) is not bounded. A subset P1 of the set of places is simultaneously unbounded if for each n E N there is a reachable marking M such that M(p) _> n for each p ~ Pi.
A Petrl net is persistent If for all tl, t2 ~ T, t~ # t2 and any reachable marking M, M-~ and M-~ imply MY; i.e. ifh and t2 are enabled at a reachable marking, then the firing of one cannot disable the other. A place p and a transition t are on a self-loop ifp is both an input place and an output place of t.
A Petri net is conflwtfree if every place which is an input of more than one transition is on a self-loop with each such transition. Conflict-free nets are persistent, although the converse need not be true.
A set ~¢¢ of markings is hnear if there is a finite set of functions {filfi:P ~ N (0 _< i <_ n)} such that .~' is semihnear if it is a union of a finite number of linear sets.
Combinatorial Properties
In this section we obtain some combinatorial properties of persistent and arbitrary Petri nets. In the following assume that ~ = (P, T, A0, Mo) is a fixed but arbitrary Petri net with transitions T = {6 ..... tk}. Define the Parikh map (see [10] , for the first use of this important idea) PK: T* ~ N k so that PK(o), is the number of occurrences of t, in a. The corresponding Parikh space J of ~ is {PK(o)lo ~ T*, o is fireable}. Observe that we have discarded certain information with this map, namely the sequence in which the transitions fire. We first show that the Parikh space of a persistent net is a lattice with respect to the partial order defmed by: x _< y, x, y E N k, if all coordinates of x are less than or equal to the corresponding coordinates of y. Also x < y if x _< y and x # y. In the following all arithmetic operations on vectors are to be interpreted as being performed independently on all corresponding coordinates of the vectors used.
For o, T E T*, e = al -an, define (T -" o) as follows: Let To be T. Obtain T,+~ by deleting the leftmost occurrence of a, from r,, if a, occurs in T,. If not, then T,+i = T,. Define (T ~ o) to be Tn+~. This notation should not be confused with a fl, the concatenation of a, flE T*.
Following an argument similar to that used by Keller [6] 
PK~) = max(PK(o), PK(¢)).

Moreover, fl may be constructed so that fl .~ o (¢ "-o). []
The trivial example shown in Figure 1 shows that the same result does not hold for rain. Clearly both 6tz and tatz are fireable sequences with corresponding Parikh space points (1, 1, 0) and (0, !, 1). But the transition t2 corresponding to (0, 1, 0) is not itself fireable. PROOF. Join in the lattice is smaply max by Lemma 3.1. Meet is not necessanly min, by the above remark, but can be shown unique. Consider two points x, y of the Parikh space of the net. If two points u, v of the Parikh space saUsfy u _< x, u _< y, v <_ x, v _< y, then w = max(u, v) satisfies w _< x, w_< y so w is also a lower bound of x, y. But by Lemma 3.1, w is in the Pankh space of the net. [] Figure 2 shows an example of a nonpersistent net whose Parikh space is {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)}. Since (1, 0) and (0, 1) do not have a join, the space is not a lattice.
The following lemmas will be useful in Sections 4 and 5. A sequence a = 6t2.. E T ~ is an w-firing sequence if every finite prefix of a is a fireable firing sequence. If a is an ~0-firing sequence such that arbitrarily large markings of the place p (of every member of A C_ P) may be obtained by firing finite prefixes of a, then we say thatp (A) is unbounded (simultaneously unbounded) on a. The reader should compare this with the definitions of "unbounded place" and "simultaneously unbounded set of places" given in Section 2. In particular, note that a place p can be unbounded without being unbounded on any a.
Notation. a, is the lth element of a = al az ....
ali = al " a, and (ali, j) = a, • a~.
It is possible to give a weaker definition of simultaneously unbounded on a, corresponding to the case where finite prefixes of an w-firing sequence a mark places pl and pz with arbitrarily large values, but whenever the marking of pl IS large, then the marking ofpz is small and vice versa. The following lemma shows that the two notions coincide for arbitrary nets.
LEMMA 3.2. Let A and B be sets of places of an arbitrary Petn net. Let A and B each be simultaneously unbounded on an w-firing sequence a. Then there is an w-firing sequence & such that A O B is stmultaneously unbounded on &.
PROOF. The idea is to find repeatable finite subsequences in a which increase A's markings without decreasing B's marking and vice versa. Let M, be the marking at time i, i.e. after all has fired. Since A and B are each simultaneously unbounded on a, there must be times al < b~ < az < b2 < '-' such that Let T be a fireable sequence which marks each A member with n + IOn-ll or more tokens. By Lemma 3.1, a~ = on-1 (y -~ o~-1) is fireable and marks each member of A with n or more tokens so an satisfies (a). Now let fin be a fireable sequence which marks each B member with n + Jan] or more tokens (sausfymg (b)). By Lemma 3.1, on = an (fl~ -" am) is fireable and marks each B member with n or more tokens (satisfying (c)). Moreover on and o~-1 satisfy (d). In the hmlt, we obtain an to-firing sequence on which both A and B are simultaneously unbounded. 
. Let ~ be a persistent Petri net wah A ~ P. Then A is simultaneously unbounded if and only irA is simultaneously unbounded on some to-firing sequence.
Let #= (P,T,A, M0) be a Petn net. A path in ~ of length n is a sequence (ao, al), (al, a2) ..... (an-l, an) , where (a,, a,+l) ~ A for 0 _< i < n. A loop is a path such that a0 = an. Eqmvalently, a loop is a path which begins and ends with the same place or transition. Let h, ..., & be transitions of a path P and let 8 ~ T*. We say P is a subpath of 8 if ~ --a0tlal " Otn-ltnan, for some ao, ..., a~ E T*.
The following lemmas are used in Section 5.
LEMMA 3.3. Let ~ be an arbitrary Petri net. A transition t occurs co times in some cofiring sequence a f and only if either: (a) t is on a loop all of whose transitions occur to times in a (t is on an a-co-loop); or (b) tts on a path from a loop such that all transitions on the loop and all transitions on the path up to and including t occur co times in a (t depends on an a-co-loop); or (c) t is on a path all of whose transitions, including t, occur co times in a and the first transition on the path has no input places (t is on an a-co-path).
PROOF. ~: Trivial. ~: Assume t occurs to times in a. Each input place to t must be an output place for some transition which occurs to Umes in a. Iterate the backward search. Eventually, either a transition repeats (cases (a) or (b)) or a transition is reached which has no input places (case (c) 
PK(o) = max {PK(atil, t,)} l~t_<n
In particular, o is of the form atil where il contains no occurrences of t or t' and at least one occurrence of each t,. But the net is conflict-free, i.e. no token required to fire V can "leak away," so atil enables t' and hence atilt' is fireable. The lemma is therefore true for L(t, 8, t') = n + l and so by reduction it is true for all n. D LEMMA 3.6. Let ~ be a conflwt-free Petrz net. Let t, t' be transitions whwh occur inftmtely often in the w-firing sequence a. Then there is an ¢oTfirmg sequence a' in which t and t' occur inftmtely often where a' = 2"till t'yltil2t'2"zt and t does not occur m 2', il~, and 2"~, i _> 1. PROOF. The sequence a can be written m the form 2"tSt'~, where 2' does not contain t and 8 does not contain t'. The sequence a' is constructed by successive applications of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5.
Begin by applying Lemma 3.5 to obtain a fireable sequence 2"tilt' where il does not contain t. By Lemma 3.1, the c0-sequence o given by
is fireable where ¢ does not contain t and ~ does not contain t'. Now repeat the above procedure using t~t' m o. The iteration of this procedure yields the required sequence
Persistent Nets
In this section we show that the set of reachable markings of a persistent Petri net is semilinear. In the following let P = (P, T, A, M0) be a fixed but arbitrary persistent Petri net with k transitions and 1 places. The following lemma is proved in [5] . LEMMA 4.
Let 51 C N k be a set of mutually incomparable vectors (for no two u, v ~ S ts u < v). Then S is finite. LEMMA 4.2. F is fimte, and hence so is each F,.
PROOF Let S = tJ,eNtSo and M,.~ be the set of minimal points in S. By Lemma 4.1, every set of pairwise incomparable points m N k+2z is finite; thus MS is finite. We therefore 
. Let o ~ T + be fireable at some marking v E N l and assume Z(o) _> O. Then there is a sequence ~1 " ~r, r _> 1, ~ ~ T +, whwh satisfies I. EPK(~,) E F, l _< i _< r; 2. X(~ -• ~) = X(o);
~1 "" ~r is fireable at v. Call ~l . ~ a decomposition of o.
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the length of o. shows that the set of reachable markings of a persistent net is semilinear. We believe that this indicates why persistent nets have been more tractable than arbitrary Petri nets. In Section 6 we give examples which indicate that only a "small amount" of nonpersistence allows us to simulate arbitrary Petri nets.
[o[ = 1 :EPK(o) is minimal so o = ~1.
Assume the result holds for sequences of length less than n and let [o t = n. If EPK(o) F,, then EPK(o) ~ Fand we are done. IfEPK(o) ~ Fo, then there is some q fireable at v such that EPK(~) ~ Fo and EPK(~) < EPK(a) (Fo is the set of minimal points in N k+z corresponding to sequences that are fireable at v and which do not decrease the marking). Because the net is persistent, Lemma 3.1 implies that there is a 6 ~ T + such that q8 is fireable at v and EPK(e) = EPK(q8). Since q8 is fireable at v, 6 is fireable at v + X(~). Also EPK(~) < EPK(o) --EPK(~8)
and
Conflict-Free Nets
Recall that a Petri net is conflict-free if each place p of the net either is an input for at most one transition or all such transitions are on self-loops with p. In this section we show that for conflict-free nets the maxtmum number of tokens that any place can receive is either unbounded or is linearly bounded by the size of the initial marking. I.e. there is a constant c such that for an arbitrary initial marking with x tokens, the maximum marking of each place is either unbounded or is bounded by cx. The proof of this theorem yields an exponential time algorithm for deciding whether a conflict-free net is bounded.
Our first result relates persistent and conflict-free nets. THEOREM 
A Petri net is conflict-free if and only if it is persistent for all initial markings.
PROOF. ~: Obvious. ~: Assume that a Petri net is not conflict-free. Pick any two transitions t~ and t2 having an input placep in common where t~ is not on a self-loop wlthp. Put 1 token on each input place of t~ and 1 token on each input place of tz which is not an input place of t~. No other places are given tokens. Then both t~ and t2 are fireable but the finng of t~ disables t2 so the net is not persistent. Q
Defimtion. A transttion t of a Petri net is to-linearly bounded if there is a constant c such
that for any initial marking having a total of x tokens, either: (1) t occurs an unbounded number of times in fireable firing sequences, or (2) t occurs at most cx times in fireable firing sequences. A place p of a Petri net is to-linearly bounded ff there is a constant c such that for any initial marking having a total of x tokens, either p is unbounded or M(p) _< cx for any reachable marking M.
LEMMA 5.1. Every transition of a conflict-free Petri net is to-linearly bounded.
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the number of arcs from places to transitions. Let ~ be a conflict-free Petri net. If ~ has no arcs from places to transitions, then the result is obvious, with c = 1 since each transition can fire an unbounded number of times.
Assume the theorem holds for all conflict-free nets with n arcs as above and let ~ be a conflict-free net with n + 1 arcs from places to transitions. Let t be an arbitrary transition of ~. If t has no input places, the result is immediate. Assume that p is an input place of t in ~. By the induction hypothesis, the theorem is true for the conflict-free net ~' obtained from ~ by deleting the arc from p to t. Let c be a constant which to-linearly bounds the firings of the transitions of ~' and let the initial marking of ~ have x tokens. We must show that the transition t of ~ is to-linearly bounded. Because of the induction hypothesis, there are two cases: Case 1. If t could fire at most cx times in ~', then t can fire at most cx times in ~. Case 2. Assume t could fire an unbounded number of times in #'. If each of the c~ transitions having p as an output place could fire at most cx times in ~', then the same is true of these transitions in ~. Then p receives at most (cac + 1)x tokens in ~ so t can fire at most (c~c + l)x times in ~. Assume that some transition i havingp as an output place could fire an unbounded number of times in ~'. By Lemma 3.4, t and ? occur infinitely often in some o~-firing sequence a of ~'. By Lemma 3.6, a can be chosen so that a ffi 6tyd~xty2trztT3 "., where t does not occur in & ~,, and 6,, t _> 1. Let a(k) be the initial segment of a up to and including the kth occurrence of L There are two subcases: Subcase 2.1. If t cannot fire in ~, then we are done. Subcase 2.2. If t can fire in ~, then we show that it can fire an unbounded number of times in ~. First note that a may not be fireable in ~ because 6 may not enable t. If a is fireable in #, then we are done. Otherwise let fl be the shortest # firing sequence which enables t. Since fl is fireable m #, it is also fireable in ~'. First assume that fl does not contain L For any k, o~ = fl (a(k) ~ fl) is fireable m ~' by Lemma 3.1. Notice that the first occurrence of t m ok is preceded by fl and each later occurrence of t is preceded by a new occurrence of ~ (this is not true iffl contains ~). Because ~ is conflict-free, Ok is fireable in ~" and ~ is obtamed from ~' by adding an arc to t from an output place of ?; this implies that ok is fireable m #. Since ok contains k occurrences of t, t is unbounded m #z. Now assume that fl contains L Notice that in o2 --fl (a(2) ~ fl), the second occurrence of t is only preceded by one occurrence of ? (in fl). Hence o2 may not be fireable in ~'. Let p~ = fl (a(2) -" fl) = fl (6tTT~i~6~ryzt -" fl).
Since fl contains L a(2) -" fl is of the form where El, e2, and e3 do not contain t or 7. Because p~ = fl X is fireable in ~', Lemma 3.5 implies there is an X' = E~te~i such that e~ and eL do not contain t or ? and pl ffi fl X' is fireable in ~'. But then pl is fireable in ~ and ends with ~.
We show how to define p,, t _> 1, such that (a) p, contains I and i + 1 occurrences of t and 7, respectively, (b) p, ends with L and (c) p, is fireable m ~. Note that pl satisfies (a)-(c). Assume Pk having the above properties has been defined and define Pk+l as follows. First let Pk+~ = P~" (a(k + 2)--" PD. Since ph contains k and k + 1 occurrences of t and L respecttvely, a(k + 2) -" Pk is of the form X = E~teztE3L where E~, ~2, and e3 do not contain t or ?. Because p --fl X is fireable m ~' (by Lemma 3.1 since 0k is fireable in ~ and hence also from ~'), Lemma 3.5 implies there is an X' = e~tE~7 such that ~ and e~ do not contain t or 7 and pk+~ = pk' X' is fireable m ~'. But then pk+~ sausfies (a) and (b). It satisfies (c) because pk is fireable m ~, pk+l is fireable in @', and the occurrence of t in X' is preceded by k + PROOF. Assume that p is bounded. By Theorem 3.2, for each i >_ 1, there is a finite firing sequence which marks each unbounded place of the net with at least i tokens. Let k, be the maximum p marking for such sequences. Then let k be the maximum value which occurs infinitely often among (k,} and let a(i~),j_> 1,/1 </2 < -, be a fimte firing sequence which marks each unbounded place with i~ tokens and p with k tokens. Choose a subset {fl~, f12, ...} of {a(ij), a(iD, ...} such that M,+~ >_ M, for i ~_ 1 where M, is the marking after fl, has fired. Since p is on an immortal loop, by Lemma 3.1, there is an extensmn of fl~ which fires a transition t' which has p as an output place. Because M,+i _> M, for i >_ 1, the same extension can be appended to each/3,. But the defimtlon of k reqmres that (after/3, has fired) some t, having p as an input place, must be fired before t' ts fired. This means that p is on a loop none of whose places, except p, contains a token after/3~ has fired. (If some place, other than p, of every loop that contains p has a token, then t need not be fired to enable t'.) Because 2. If at least one transmon into p is unbounded and is not on an immortal loop with p, then p is unbounded.
3. If all unbounded transitions into p are only on immortal, unbounded loops with p and there is at least one such loop, then p is unbounded by Lemma 5.2.
4. Assume that some unbounded transition into p is on a bounded, immortal loop with p. Then p is bounded by the definmon of boundedness for loops. The only way tokens can be added to the places of a loop in a conflict-free net is by the firing of a transition not on the loop one of whose output places is on the loop. Moreover, the number of tokens on such a loop can never decrease. But then, because the loop is bounded, every transition 
Examples and Conclusion
In this section we give some examples which dlustrate the importance of persistence to the study of Petri nets. We also pose some open problems for future study.
Van Leeuwen's [13] reachability proof for 3-coordinate vector addition systems revolves showing that such systems have semilinear sets of reachable points. Since his methods do not appear to generalize, the question arises as to how many coordinates (or places in a Petrt net) are needed to generate nonsemihnear sets. Figure 3 gwes a Petri net with 5 places whose reachability set is not semilinear.
Any reachable marking M of the net of Figure 3 satisfies: Hence the set of reachable markings is not semdinear. Notice that the net is conflict-free (persistent) except for places a and b. Our next example will show that no additional nonpersistence ts needed to achieve any set of reachable markings. FIG 3 The net of Figure 3 translates to a vector addition system with seven coordinates. The two additional coordinates are needed because vector addition systems do not have selfloops. An interesting problem, given Van Leeuwen's results, is to determine how many places (coordinates) are needed to generate nonsemilinear sets.
Two transitions t~ and t2 are persistent if for each reachable marking M, M --~ and M ~ implies M ~-~ . Hack [3] has shown that the zero reachability problem for a single place is reducible to the problem deciding whether two transitions are persistent. In [3] and [4] it is shown that the persistence of all transitions m a Petn net is reducible to the reachability problem. Since teachability and zero reachability for a single place are equivalent, this proves that the persistence problem for two transitions in a Petri net is equivalent to the teachability problem. It is important to note that this does not solve the difficult open problem regarding the equivalence of persistence for all transitions and teachability. The paper concludes with a construction that shows that only a "small amount" of nonpersistence is required to achieve any reachable set of markings. Let ~ be a Petri net with transitions tl ..... tn. We construct a net ~' which, in the following sense, simulates ~. The net ~' has additional places not occurring m ~. However, if a marking M is reachable in ~, then the restriction of M to the places of is reachable in ~. Conversely, if M Is reachable in ~, then some extension of M is reachable in ~'. Similar results are true of fireable firing sequences. Figure 4 indicates the extra places and transitions added to ~ and the additional arcs which control a transition t, of ~. The other transitions of ~ are of course similarly controlled. For each j, 1 _< j _< n, there are edges from u~ and b to t~ and an edge from tj to r. The places and arcs of the original net ~ are omitted from the figure although they appear in ~'. The initial marking, as indicated, is one token each at un and vl, and n -l at c; the places of ~ have the same iniUal markings in ~' as in ~. The net ~' operates as follows: The n -l tokens originally at place c are distributed to u0 and v0 by transitions tu and t~, with say n -i tokens going to uo and i -1 to vo. The tokens at uo will enable the token initially at un to "move" n -i places left to u,, and those at Vo will cause the token at Vl to "move" to v,. At this time the only tokens in the new part of the net are at u, and v, and, if it is also enabled in ~, t, may fire. If t, is not enabled in ~, then no transition may fire. After t, fires, the tokens are restored to c, u,, and vl and another cycle may begin. The simulation of a firing sequence a of ~ by ~' therefore involves the proper distribution of tokens to u0 and v0 during each cycle so that the t, may fire in the same order as they appear m ~. To see that all pairs of transitions except t~, t~ are persistent, first observe that the places u~ ..... u~ together contain at most one token and hence at most one transition between Uj+l and uj is enabled at any time, and similarly for the transitions between vj and vj+l. Because t, can be enabled only when the sole tokens on the new nodes are at u, and v,, every pair involving t, must be persistent.
